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Abstract Submission Guidelines 

 

 

Thank you for your interest in submitting your paper(s) for the International Conference on 

Media and Communication (ICMAC) 2023! We request you to kindly note the following 

instructions regarding the formatting of the abstract of your paper/poster to be submitted for 

the ICMAC 2023.   

   

 

1. Abstract Formatting   

 The abstract must be submitted in the English language. 

 Please format the abstract in double space in TIMES NEW ROMAN, 12 pts.  

 The abstract should be within 300-500 words max. (excluding the author(s) details).  

  

2. Author(s) information  

 Below the paper title, please mention the names of the author and co-authors and their 

main affiliation, while also clearly identifying the corresponding author with an 

asterisk (*) who will be the primary point of contact.  

 Please provide a brief bio note of the author and co-authors (in max. 50 words each) 

after the abstract, giving mainly name(s), author affiliations, publications, and contact 

details)  

  

3. Submission 

 You can submit a maximum of two research papers or posters in any two of the four 

conference tracks, but not more than one paper in a particular track.  

 

4. Contents of an abstract:  

 The abstract document should capture the title of the proposed paper, authorship, 

abstract and at least five relevant keywords. 

 For the body of the abstract, there are no specific requirements. But it should briefly 

capture the essence of the paper including introduction, methodology, discussion, 



conclusion and references (or other information as per the requirement of your 

research paper).  

 Please refrain from listing applied artificial intelligence (AI) programs, Large 

Language Models (LLMs) or natural language processing programs such as ChatGPT 

as co-author.  

 Please do declare, if may, the use of applied artificial intelligence (AI) programs, 

Large Language Models (LLMs) or natural language processing programs such as 

ChatGPT in your paper(s).  

We look forward to having your valuable research contribution to the conference. In case you 

have any queries, please do reach out to us at icmac2023@simc.edu   

 

Thanking you! 

Organising Committee 

ICMAC 2023 
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